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DeFi still has a lot of potential 
and space. Based on Polkadot's 
performance, we believe that with 
Polkadot's mainnet launch and 
ecological prosperity, DeFi will 
usher in a major product-level 
innovation. 

Jayden 
Konomi Co-Founder

Hu Shen 
MXC Foundation CEO

The interconnection of everything 
in the Internet of Things and 
cross-chain data transactions 
must be the future trend.
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I n d u s t r y  Vo i c e

DAO is something broader 
than the typical definition 
of "organization", and it is 
the ultimate form of the 
future crypto economy and 
society. 

Wang Qiang 
SubDAO Technical 

Contributor

Sandy Liang 
RAI Finance CMO

DeFi market has huge 
room for development in 
the future. RAI Finance will 
focus on achieving a wider, 
faster and more interactive 
cross-chain trading 
experience. 

Looking forward to what DeFi will 
look like in five or ten years.

Lurpis 
Bif rost Co-Founder

Blockchain applications 
are booming. This is an 
era of redefining the 
world. Fortunately, we 
are all participants in this 
era.

Guo Guanghua 
ChainX CEO

The road to Web 3.0 is 
becoming clearer, and 
the future is already on 
the way.

Alex 
Darwinia Co-Founder

Parachains not only improve the 
composability between different 
networks and create the soil for 
specific application networks, but 
also make the mainnet more 
streamlined, sharing and 
expanding specific functions.

Cheng Hanwen 
Litentry CEO
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Forew
ord

Unlike other public chains such as Ethereum, Polkadot is committed 
to cross-chain, and its architecture design has three roles: Relay 
Chain, Parachain, and Bridge. Among them, there is only one Relay 
Chain, which is the heart of Polkadot, responsible for the shared 
security, consensus and cross-chain interoperability of the entire 
Polkadot network; Parachain is an independent blockchain 
connected to the Relay Chain, and it needs to lease a slot to realize 
the connection with the Relay Chain (or through the pay-as-you-go 
Parathread, if only temporary connection with the Relay Chain is 
needed); Bridge allows the Parachains to interact with external 
blockchains, such as Ethereum and Bitcoin networks. 

The forms of deploying projects on Polkadot include slot lease to 
become Parachains, registering and paying to become Parathreads 
or become protocols on Parachains and Parathreads. Therefore, the 
Polkadot ecology mainly revolves around Parachains. Each single 
Parachain project can build different applications, such as trading, 
lending, etc., to form a comprehensive ecology. At the same time, 
because Polkadot supports cross-chain, there are also projects being 
dedicated to bridging Polkadot and external blockchains. 

Recently, as the Polkadot mainnet slot auction approaches, Polkadot 
ecology has attracted more and more attention. Generally speaking, 
the projects on Polkadot can be divided into several categories. 
Among them, DeFi projects account for the majority. They are mainly 
dedicated to the development of the DeFi total ecology, liquidity 
staking, DeFi development tools and DeFi applications; in addition, 
Polkadot also has infrastructure projects such as data and tools, 
privacy, and cross-chain. Most of these projects are in the early stage 
and the ecology is not yet mature, but the project materials and 
planning information are relatively complete. 

TokenInsight has compiled the main Polkadot ecological projects 
according to the above categories in this report. Although it is not 
all, it can reflect the general ecology. For reference only.
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The projects in the Polkadot ecosystem are still in the 
early stages. From the perspective of the whole 
market, DOT’s performance is slightly mediocre than 
other public chains. 

Since 2021, with the outbreak of the Bitcoin bull market, the market value 
of each public chain has also shown booming growth. Among them, 
Solana, which performed the best, had a 133.9x increase in the market 
value of the token. Followed by BSC ecosystem, BNB increased by 15.48x 
and ranked the second in growth. Compared with the rapid growth of the 
former two, DOT and Kusama had similar growth rate to Ethereum (4.26x), 
which were 3.28x and 5.44x respectively. The projects in the ecology are 
still in the early stages. From the perspective of the whole market, 
DOT’s market performance is slightly mediocre than other public chains. 

‣ Public Chain Token Market Value 
Source: TokenInsight, as of May 11, 2021
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According to data from Messari, DOT has been held by 14 institutions out 
of 35 venture capital and hedge funds including Multicoin Capital, Pantera 
Capital, Paradigm Capital and PlaceHolder VC. Among the 35, 10 hold 
KEEP and UNI, 9 hold COMP, FIL, MKR and CKB, 8 hold AAVE, STX, LUNA, 
GRT and ZEC, 7 hold ZRX, DODO, NEAR, NMR, OXT and YFI, 6 hold 
1INCH, HXRO, SOL, SNX And XRP, and 5 hold AR, BAL, CELO, ATOM, 
FLOW, HNS, RLY, SRM and SUSHI. The preference for holding assets of 
large investment funds can roughly reflect some of the investment trends. 
From the data, it can be seen that DOT is gradually being favored by 
institutional investors.

Market 
Data 

Crypto asset fund 
investment portfolio data 

reports by Messari：
https://messari.io/article/
messari-screener-fund-
analysis-examining-the-
liquid-portfolios-of-top-
crypto-funds

https://messari.io/article/messari-screener-fund-analysis-examining-the-liquid-portfolios-of-top-crypto-funds
https://messari.io/article/messari-screener-fund-analysis-examining-the-liquid-portfolios-of-top-crypto-funds
https://messari.io/article/messari-screener-fund-analysis-examining-the-liquid-portfolios-of-top-crypto-funds
https://messari.io/article/messari-screener-fund-analysis-examining-the-liquid-portfolios-of-top-crypto-funds
https://messari.io/article/messari-screener-fund-analysis-examining-the-liquid-portfolios-of-top-crypto-funds
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Polkadot ecology is becoming more and more active, 
the total market value of related projects reaches 
$75.81 billion, and there are 146 development projects 
based on Substrate. 

As the slot auction approaches, Polkadot ecological projects have become 
more active. According to Polkadot data websites Paramarketcap and 
Polkaproject, as of May 12, 2021, the total market value related to Polkadot 
ecology has reached $75.81 billion (It also includes many other mature 
public chains connected to Polkadot, such as Chainlink, etc.), with a daily 
hourly trading volume of about $9.57 billion, 84 active ecological projects, 
and 146 based on Substrate development projects. 

‣ Polkadot Ecology Market Basic Data 
Source: paramarketcap, Polkaproject, TokenInsight

 Market  Cap 
$75.81B

 24 vol. 
$9.57B

 Active Projects 
84

Substrate Based 
146

PolkaProject Index is a capitalization 
weighted index of Polkadot ecology 
mainstream projects, which can track the 
performance of decentralized financial 
assets in the entire market. Overall, the 
market shows a steadily upward trend. 

‣ Recent PolkaProject Index 
Source: PolkaProject, TokenInsight, as of 
May 12, 2021
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Among the projects in which Polkadot has launched 
tokens, DOT occupies more than 45% of the market 
share. 

According to data from Coinmarketcap, DOT has a market value of $34.86 
billion, accounting for 45.9% of the Polkadot market and 85.29% of the top 
10 projects in the Polkadot ecosystem; its test network Kusama has a 
market value of $4.026 billion, which is approximately 11.5% of the DOT 
market value. 

According to Subscan, there are currently 14 projects that have deployed 
the mainnet, namely: Polkadot, Kusama, Darwinia, Darwinia Crab, ChainX, 
Edgeware, Centrifuge, Plasm, Kulupu, Clover, Stafi, Equilibrium, 
Datahighway, Dock; there are 10 projects that have launched the testnet, 
namely Rococo V1, Westend, Moonbase, Clovertestnet, Gateway, Acala 
Mandala, Phala Vendetta, Crust Maxwell, DataHighway Harbour, Pangolin. 

‣ Polka Eco Top10 Tokens in Market Value 
Source: Coinmarketcap, TokenInsight
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Acala is an all-in-one DeFi hub. It supports multiple 
functions such as staking, swap, borrowing and lending, 
and has currently launched the testnet. 

Acala is built on Polkadot substrate, ensuring high resilience and forkless 
upgradability and providing power for connecting different blockchains. 

The project plans to launch the Polkadot testnet Rococo in Q3. 

Acala products include: 

Multi-asset collateralized stablecoin (aUSD): The aUSD generation 
mechanism is similar to MakerDAO’s DAI. The testnet supports DOT, 
renBTC, Liquid DOT, XBTC and PolkaBTC staking; 

Liquidity staking: By staking DOT in Acala, users can obtain the PoS 
staking income of the Polkadot network, and can exchange DOT for Liquid 
DOT, a liquid asset that can be used for swap, borrowing and lending; 

AMM DEX 

The Acala token is $ACA, which is used to pay Acala network Gas fees, 
aUSD stability fees, and participation in governance. The total amount of 
$ACA is constant, and part of it will be allocated to Acala supporters who 
lock DOT to participate in the Polkadot slot auction through the first 
parachain issuance. 

As of May 2021, Acala testnet Kurura has integrated the Chainlink price 
feed service, and has reached a cooperation with Gauntlet Security 
Company. It will also realize cross-chain interaction with Compound Chain. 
In the future, DOT and LDOT may be introduced into the Compound 
market as new staking assets.

Acala 
Network

Acala

Investment 
Institutions

Pantera Capital led, ParaFi Capital, 1confirmation, 
Arrington XRP Capital, Coinfund, DCG, Spartan 
Capital, Zee Prime Capital, and Divergence 
Ventures participated in

Financing $700 million (A round)

Official Web https://acala.network/

The cross-chain asset 
standard "xTokens" 
launched by the Acala 
has been delivered to the 
5th Grant of the Web3 
Foundation. The 
proposal of this standard 
will provide a unified 
cross-chain messaging 
solution for all Polkadot 
and Kusama parachains. 
Prior to the Grant of 
Acala xTokens, Acala 
team had obtained the 
licenses from aUSD 
stablecoin, Acala EVM, 
LaminarChain and ORML.

$ACA: https://
tokeninsight.com/zh/
tokenDetail/acala(aca)?
cid=22298

https://acala.network/
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Centrifuge ($CFG) is committed to bridging real-world 
assets into DeFi, where users can tokenize corporate 
invoices, accounts receivable and other future cash flow 
and stake them for financing. 

Centrifuge’s architecture that realize on-chain staking and lending of real 
assets mainly includes Centrifuge Chain and Tinlake, among which 
Centrifuge Chain is the underlying chain that bridges real assets into DeFi, 
carries the tokenized assets on Centrifuge and bridges Ethereum. 

Tinlake is a series of smart contracts that support real-asset NFT staking 
loans. At the same time, investors can deposit tokens based on ERC20 in 
the fund pool to provide loan liquidity and obtain interest income; Tinlake 
provides fund pools with different risk levels for liquidity provider to 
choose. 

At the same time, Centrifuge products also include Centrifuge P2P Node. 
Unlike Centrifuge Chain, Centrifuge P2P Node will support private, off-
chain corporate document exchange. 

Centrifuge's utility token is CFG (formerly $RAD). CFG is the transaction fee 
of Centrifuge Chain, and it is an inflation model in the short term. CFG will 
be mined by validators and also minted by participating in Tinlake lending 
activities. Part of the fee collected will be destroyed. Currently, users can 
deposit DAI to provide liquidity for the real-asset staking pool of Tinlake. 

$CFG: https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/centrifuge(rad)?cid=22300 

Sora ($XOR) is a Polkadot DeFi ecological parachain 
covering a series of DeFi applications, providing 
development tools for DApps. 

At present, DEX Polkaswap with AMM that supports different on-chain 
asset transactions has been built on Sora. 

There are three types of tokens in SORA: XOR, as a utility token, can be 
used to pay the Gas fee of SORA network; XOR also serves as a 
governance token for network management. In addition to XOR, there are 
also VAL token for rewarding validation nodes on the SORA network and 
PSWAP token for rewarding liquidity providers on Polkaswap. 

Polkaswap has been launched. According to the information disclosed by 
the project team on Reddit (2021.4.28), there is currently a problem of high 
latency in cross-chain transactions.

Centrifuge

Team
https://
centrifuge.io/
about

Token

https://
centrifuge.io/
cfg_token_sum
mary.pdf

Official 
Web

https://
centrifuge.io/

Centrifuge

$XOR: https://
tokeninsight.com/
tokenDetail/sora(xor)?
cid=22303

Sora

https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/centrifuge(rad)?cid=22300
https://centrifuge.io/about
https://centrifuge.io/cfg_token_summary.pdf
https://centrifuge.io/
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/sora(xor)?cid=22303
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/sora(xor)?cid=22303
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/sora(xor)?cid=22303
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/sora(xor)?cid=22303
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Equilibrium ($EQ) is a cross-chain money market that 
combines pooled lending with synthetic asset generation 
and trading. 

The traded pairs on Equilibrium DEX can be any blockchain that can be 
connected to the Polkadot ecosystem. 

As utility tokens, $EQ can be used for paying fees and liquidity staking. 
Moreover, $EQ holders are eligible to select Substrate validators and have 
a say in system governance. 

In the early days, the project issued a decentralized stablecoin EOSDT on 
the EOS network. Currently, the project focuses on cross-chain assets and 
has connected TRON and Bitcoin networks. Public chains such as 
Ethereum, BSC, and Cosmos are being developed. 

The project has been invested by OKEx Blockdream Ventures, and the 
team members come from JP Morgan, Goldman Sachs and other 
institutions. 

Laminar ($LAMI) is a protocol that is consisted with 
synthetic assets, margin trading and money market. 

It aims to be deployed on both Ethereum and (Substrate-based) Laminar 
Chain and later be connected to Polkadot and other networks in the 
broader web3 ecosystem. 

The synthetic asset protocol allows users to use USD stablecoins, such as 
Acala's aUSD, as a staking to mint non-USD stablecoins called fTokens, such 
as fEUR or fJPY. 

The margin trading protocol introduces Equity to Net Position Ratio (ENP) 
and Equity to Longest Leg Ratio (ELL) to ensure that in the worst case, the 
fund pool has sufficient equity to cover all closed position. 

Laminar builds the Polkadot parachain based on Substrate, with the 
purpose of sharing Polkadot's security and DeFi ecosystem. The project 
team disclosed that it will achieve this by using the stablecoin aUSD issued 
by Acala as the basic token in the transaction.

$LAMI: https://
tokeninsight.com/
tokenDetail/
laminar(lami)?cid=22306

Equilibrium

Laminar

$EQ: https://
tokeninsight.com/
tokenDetail/
equilibrium(eq)?
cid=22304

https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/laminar(lami)?cid=22306
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/laminar(lami)?cid=22306
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/laminar(lami)?cid=22306
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/laminar(lami)?cid=22306
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/equilibrium(eq)?cid=22304
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/equilibrium(eq)?cid=22304
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/equilibrium(eq)?cid=22304
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/equilibrium(eq)?cid=22304
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/equilibrium(eq)?cid=22304
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HydraDX ($HDX) is a cross-chain liquidity protocol built on 
Substrate. 

In addition to DEX, its products also cover options, loans, derivatives, and 
synthetic assets. 

The project uses LBP (liquidity bootstrapping pools) to issue xHDX to price 
its utility token HDX, and at the same time obtain liquidity for the project 
itself. xHDX can only be used to exchange for HDX in the end. 

Project progress: Connecting to the Rococo testnet; realizing cross-chain of 
tokens; opening the liquidity staking based on Genesis. 

HydraDX

$HDX: https://
tokeninsight.com/
tokenDetail/
hydradx(hdx)?cid=22307

https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/hydradx(hdx)?cid=22307
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/hydradx(hdx)?cid=22307
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/hydradx(hdx)?cid=22307
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/hydradx(hdx)?cid=22307
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Bifrost ($BNC) is the Polkadot Ecological DeFi basic 
protocol. It is committed to becoming an infrastructure for 
pledged assets to provide liquidity. It has launched a 
derivative vToken for Staking and Polkadot Parachain Slot 
(PLO). 

Bifrost tries to solve the problem of shield selection for staking of limited 
assets in Staking and DeFi applications. Through Bifrost protocol, users can 
stake their native assets to Bifrost’s proxy contract, and the Bifrost proxy 
contract manages the native assets for staking; the user also obtains the 
liquidity asset vToken (Voucher Token) issued by Bifrost, which can flow 
freely to enter the DeFi ecosystem; 

vToken can optimize transactions in multiple scenarios such as DeFi, DApp, 
DEX, CEX, and realize the transfer channel of pledge rights such as staking 
and PLO through vToken, realize the risk hedging of pledge assets, and 
expand scenarios such as vToken as collateral for lending, its staking reward 
part of the interest can be offset to achieve low-interest loans; 

At present, mature vToken is vETH. The total circulation of vETH is about 
18,000. Two rounds of Bifrost Mint Drop have been carried out, and there is 
certain liquidity in DODO, SakeSwap, Loopring, and Uniswap; 

The project has completed the launch of the fourth version of the testnet 
Asgard CC4 and successfully mint assets such as vKSM vDOT in the test 
network; 

In late April, Bifrost released the slot auction liquidity protocol (SALP), which 
released the liquidity of KSM/DOT locked in Crowdloan participated by 
users through generating derivatives. The aim is to greatly increase the 
capital utilization of Crowdload participants and provide opportunities to 
participate in Crowdload without lock-up, thereby increasing the probability 
of successful parachain auction and reducing the cost.

$BNC

Rating BB

Investment Institution
NGC, SNZ, DFG, CMS, HyperSphere, BlockDreamFund and HASH CIB; 
Bifrost is also the member of Substrate Builders Program and Web3 
Bootcamp

Latest Progress
vsKSM Mint Drop developing completed; Dapp SALP module increases 
auction unlock time

Bifrost

$BNC: https://
tokeninsight.com/zh/
tokenDetail/bifrost(bnc)?
cid=22042

https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/bifrost(bnc)?cid=22042
https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/bifrost(bnc)?cid=22042
https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/bifrost(bnc)?cid=22042
https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/bifrost(bnc)?cid=22042
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Staf i

$FIS: https://
tokeninsight.com/
tokenDetail/stafi(fis)?
cid=22000

Stafi ($FIS) is a DeFi protocol that unlocks liquidity of 
staked assets. 

Unlock the liquidity of PoS staked tokens: Users can stake PoS tokens 
through StaFi and receive rTokens in return, which are available for trading 
while still earning staking rewards. For example, rAtom represents staked 
Atom. Various rTokens can be used as staked income certificates, and can 
also be directly traded to achieve the release of liquidity. 

The native token is FIS, and it can be used to get rFIS by staking and to pay 
for transaction fees. 

• The currently online rTokens include rFIS, rETH, rDOT, rKSM, and rAtom. 

• The launch of the beta version of rBridge makes FIS and rToken 
interchangeable with ERC20 token.

https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/stafi(fis)?cid=22000
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/stafi(fis)?cid=22000
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/stafi(fis)?cid=22000
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/stafi(fis)?cid=22000
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Konomi ($KONO) is a decentralized lending protocol and 
liquidity protocol in the Polkadot network. After Konomi 
Network is officially launched, it will support swap, 
lending, and wallet. 

It establishes a Polkadot ecological liquid asset pool through AMM, 
provides users with decentralized asset transaction services, and supports 
PMM that determines its asset price by constant product market maker 
mechanism and external oracle price feeding; 

The borrowing fund pool uses a polynomial interest rate model, which can 
stimulate early market supply and demand more than the linear interest 
rate model used by Compound, and achieve market incentives for asset 
lending in the Polkadot ecosystem; 

By swap, lending banks, and wallets, Konomi aims to provide users with a 
one-stop Polkadot ecological asset management solution; 

The project is expected to be launched on the mainnet in 2021 Q3, 
realizing the connection of the all cross-chain asset bridge; 

Its core team is concentrated in Singapore, and most of them graduated 
from the National University of Singapore. Most of the core members have 
worked in technology startups for more than 5 years. The COO became an 
early investor in Bitcoin in 2015. 

On April 6, OKEx launched the Konomi native asset token KONO, with a 
total of 1 billion issued. The current circulation is 8%, and the market value 
is about $20.3 million. After the launch, the maximum price of the token 
exceeded $5.4, but it has been broken and is stable at around $2.5; 

The project has reached cooperation with multiple projects such as Litentry, 
DODO booster, Dora Factory, Raze Network, etc. in April.

$KONO

Rating B

Investment Information
Institution: Amplifi, Blocksync Ventures, CMS; Web 3 Foundation funded; 
PE round financing: $5,000,000; Token IDO financing: $200,000

KONO Launched Exchange OKEx, Hoo, Gate.io, Uniswap V2, MXC

Latest Progress
In April, Konomi cooperated with DODO to start Raptor plan, transaction 
mining and vDODO mining. In May, it entered the 2nd cohort of Web 3.0 
bootcamp.

Konomi

$KONO: https://
tokeninsight.com/zh/
tokenDetail/
konomi(kono)?cid=22045

LP Pool
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Reward Stake

https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/konomi(kono)?cid=22045
https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/konomi(kono)?cid=22045
https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/konomi(kono)?cid=22045
https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/konomi(kono)?cid=22045
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RAI Finance ($RAI) is a parachain based on the Polkadot 
network and provides cross-chain transaction services. 

Developed by the Chinese and Korean teams, it aims to connect and 
integrate through Polkadot's Parachain to provide functions such as 
issuance and trading for various assets in the protocol. The target group is 
mainly individual investors. The protocol includes four functions: DEX, 
Swap, asset issuance, and social trading system. 

Since the release of the white paper in October 2020, RAI Finance has 
completed three rounds of financing, seed round ($1.5 million), strategic 
round ($4.6 million) and PE round ($2.2 million). The investment was led by 
investment institutions such as GBIC, Alphabit, and NGC Ventures. 

In May, RAI Finance joined LaunchPool staking mining, becoming one of 
the first projects to join Pop up Pool. Users can stake RAI in the Launch Pool 
to obtain LPOOL. 

According to the project disclosure: 

• Main functions such as DEX, Swap, etc. will be launched in public beta in 
May. 

• EVM IDO/Swap will be carried out in 2021 Q2; RAI staked to generate 
stablecoins; core functions based on substrate will continue to be 
developed; and the platform will continue to be launched on Polkadot. 

• Integrate unique assets in 2021 Q3/4; realize product integration with 
Polkadot; realize social transaction function integration. 

RAI has the governance of the protocol. The token holders can vote on the 
parameters. The voting content includes but not limited to transaction fee 
consumption, liquidity mining, pool staking fees, etc.

RAI 
Finance

$RAI: https://
tokeninsight.com/zh/
tokenDetail/rai-
finance(rai)?cid=22209

RAI Finance

Rating B

Team
According to its official Medium, the core members have more than 3 
years of working experience in the blockchain industry and have 
cooperated with 25 projects such as Hedera Hashgraph.

Official Web https://rai.finance/

https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/rai-finance(rai)?cid=22209
https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/rai-finance(rai)?cid=22209
https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/rai-finance(rai)?cid=22209
https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/rai-finance(rai)?cid=22209
https://rai.finance/
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MXC ($MXC) is positioned in IoT infrastructure and 
wireless data streaming solutions. 

It aims to simplify or increase IoT data transactions through systematic 
protocols and become a decentralized inter-chain data market; 

Interact with other blockchains: 

• Such as Polkadot and Aeternity: Aeternity was 
created as an interface between real-world data and 
smart contracts. Aeternity is not designed to use 
Oracles that can cause a single point of failure, but to 
provide a decentralized infrastructure to store and 
transmit data to smart contracts. Therefore, the 
MXProtocol inter-chain data market uses Polkadot and 
Aeternity, including other cross-chain development 
concepts and mechanisms that will be subsequently 
developed to handle consensus, privacy, transaction 
delivery, and security. 

• Ethereum: MXProtocol provides data to the smart 
contract of Ethereum like an oracle, and put on the 
Ethereum chain, but the source and authenticity of 
MXProtocol data requires a specific protocol to ensure 
that it has not been tampered with.  

Application: 

• Solve the "downlink resource auction" in the interaction of the IoT; 

• MXC serves as an incentive and reward trend for small and medium-
sized enterprises to expand the coverage of its network; 

Its circulation of MXC is 2,568,238,083, with a market value of 
approximately $11.7 million.

$MXC

Investment Institutions & 
partners

LongHash, IOSG Venture, BlackEdge, BlockAsset, Chainova, dwf, 
Fenbushi Capital, Huobi, etc.

Listing Exchange Huobi, Gate.io, Uniswap V2, OKEx, Bitthumb，ChainX, Bibox

Latest Progress
In April, MXC reached a cooperation with MAP Protocol and joined the 
Alibaba ICA alliance

MXC

$MXC: https://
tokeninsight.com/zh/
tokenDetail/mxc(mxc)?
cid=21799

https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/mxc(mxc)?cid=21799
https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/mxc(mxc)?cid=21799
https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/mxc(mxc)?cid=21799
https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/mxc(mxc)?cid=21799
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$SWITCH: https://
tokeninsight.com/zh/
tokenDetail/polkaswitch(-
switch)?cid=22388

Polkaswitch ($SWITCH) provides a decentralized liquidity 
protocol for cross-chain liquidity for Polkadot and 
Ethereum, that is, a cross-chain DEX aggregator. 

The cross-chain decentralized liquidity protocol aggregates various DEX 
information on the Ethereum and Polkadot parachains, and screens out 
trading pairs with high liquidity, low slippage, and low transaction fees. It is 
essentially a decentralization exchange. 

SWITCH can be used to pay transaction fees on the platform. 

A $3 million seed round was completed, led by Arrington Capital and 
Ascensive Assets. 

Roadmap disclosed that it will complete the mainnet launch, Ethereum 
bridge and product launch in 2021 Q2/3.

Polkaswitch

$KTN: https://
tokeninsight.com/zh/
tokenDetail/kattana(ktn)?
cid=22371

Kattana ($KTN) is a trading terminal that provides 
technical analysis, portfolio management, trading strategy 
automation, etc. 

It collects transaction information from decentralized exchanges such as 
Uniswap, SushiSwap and Curve. 

The project team originally provided centralized transaction services for 
private individuals, and Kattana has now completed IDO. 

KTN can be used to get premium services like connecting to multiple 
wallets, more analytical charts, and more chances to analyze ERC wallets 
per day.

Kattana

https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/polkaswitch(-switch)?cid=22388
https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/polkaswitch(-switch)?cid=22388
https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/polkaswitch(-switch)?cid=22388
https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/polkaswitch(-switch)?cid=22388
https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/kattana(ktn)?cid=22371
https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/kattana(ktn)?cid=22371
https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/kattana(ktn)?cid=22371
https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/kattana(ktn)?cid=22371
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Reef ($REEF) is an EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine) 
developed by Substrate on Polkadot. It provides cross-
chain transaction services and adopts the NPoS consensus 
mechanism. 

In addition to bridging the DeFi project token on Ethereum, it also includes 
Avalanche, Cosmos and Binance Smart Chain ecology. For the trading 
platform, functions such as portfolio management (Reef Baskets) and 
browsers have been developed. 

The mainnet was launched in April 2021, the trading platform has launched 
the testnet, and the token has been issued. 

REEF is used for protocol governance, payment of transaction fees, and 
staking to become a validation node. 

Reef

Bandot ($BDT): Based on Polkadot, it 
provides cross-chain swaps and unsecured 
lending services, which can aggregate 
liquidity. Official Website

Demodyfi（$DMOD): AMM cross-chain 
decentralized exchange on Moonbeam. 
Official Website

Cryptonovae（$YAE): All-in-one trading 
platform. Official Website

Polkadex（$PDEX）：A decentralized 
exchange developed based on Substrate, 
in the form of an order book. Official 
Website

PolkaLokr（$LKR): Based on Polkadot, it 
provides cross-chain swaps and unsecured 
lending services, which can aggregate 
liquidity and provide third-party token 
custody services. Official Website

https://www.bandot.io/
https://demodyfi.com/
https://cryptonovae.com/
https://www.polkadex.trade/
https://www.polkadex.trade/
https://www.bandot.io/
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Litentry ($LIT) is a cross-chain decentralized identity 
aggregator developed by Substrate on Polkadot. 

Using DID and Substrate-based Credit Computation Network, we are 
committed to solving the problem of identity data in the existing 
decentralized network. The Litentry network wants to integrate 
decentralized identity, authentication, and credit. The three parts of 
calculation and evaluation are used as entry points to enter the DeFi 
ecosystem. 

The project has reached cooperation with Konomi, Standard Protocol, 
Razor Network and other projects, and has received support from the Web3 
Foundation. Since its release, the Medium weekly report has been 
continuously updated; 

The project features are: 1. Decentralized storage of identity information; 2. 
Decentralized identity authentication; 3. Decentralized identity information 
interaction; 4. Decentralized credit calculation model. 

Project products include: 

• Litentry Authenticator mobile App for identity authentication: Its 
authenticator includes two-factor authentication and a variety of 
interactive functions, including wallet, privacy data aggregation, NFT 
data aggregation, etc., and is connected to the Litentry network; 

• Data browser; 

• DApp Playgroud, a collection platform of DApp templates on the Litentry 
network; 

At present, the total amount of Litentry's native token LIT is 100 million, 
and the current circulation is about 18%. It has been listed on Binance, and 
its current market value is approximately $158 million.

Litentry

$LIT: https://
tokeninsight.com/
tokenDetail/litentry(lit)?
cid=22159

Litentry

Seed Round 
Investment Institution

BG Capital, Candaq Group, Signum Capital, NGC Ventures, BlockVC, D1 
Ventures, Altonomy, Hypersphere Ventures, PAKA Fund, Digital Renaissance, 
RockX, LD Capital, etc.

Docs https://docs.litentry.com/

Official Website https://www.litentry.com/

https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/litentry(lit)?cid=22159
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/litentry(lit)?cid=22159
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/litentry(lit)?cid=22159
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/litentry(lit)?cid=22159
https://docs.litentry.com/
https://www.litentry.com/
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Kylin Network ($KYL) is a data infrastructure on Polkadot, 
providing on-chain and off-chain data for on-chain 
applications and Polkadot parachain. 

Based on Substrate, it follows the NPoS (Nominated Proof-of-Stake) 
consensus mechanism. 

Three types of data services are provided: data analysis tools that provide 
query engines and APIs; decentralized oracles; data exchange and pricing 
markets. 

KYL has a total issuance of 1 billion, which is the governance token of Kylin 
Network, and is also used for miner staking and fee payment. 

The project has completed the smart contract audit, and the audit company 
is Certik. According to the project disclosure, its private placement round 
raised a total of 2.7 million US dollars. Based on the 9% allocation of its 
private placement, the token private placement price is $0.03.

Kylin

Cere

$KYL: https://
tokeninsight.com/
tokenDetail/kylin(kyl)?
cid=22375

$CERE: https://
tokeninsight.com/
tokenDetail/cere-
network(cere)?cid=22065

Cere ($CERE) is a decentralized data & finance cloud for 
enterprises based on Substrate. 

Its products include a decentralized data cloud platform and SaaS-DeFi. 

• CERE is the utility token for SaaS-DeFi and Decentralized Data Cloud 
platform. 

• SaaS-DeFi provides B2B and B2C transaction settlement services, with 
higher capital utilization efficiency and lower transaction fees than 
traditional settlement methods. 

CERE tokens can be staked by validators and node operators. As a 
governance token, CERE confer voting rights.

https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/kylin(kyl)?cid=22375
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/kylin(kyl)?cid=22375
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/kylin(kyl)?cid=22375
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/kylin(kyl)?cid=22375
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/cere-network(cere)?cid=22065
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/cere-network(cere)?cid=22065
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/cere-network(cere)?cid=22065
https://tokeninsight.com/tokenDetail/cere-network(cere)?cid=22065
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Ocean ($OCEAN): Data platform, in 
addition to providing data management 
and transactions, it also provides data asset 
staking. The staking income comes from 
data sales. Official Website

Crust ($CRU): Provides a decentralized 
storage network for the Web3 ecosystem, 
supports multiple storage layer protocols 
including IPFS, and provides interfaces to 
the application layer. Official Website

Edgeware ($EDG): A development tool that 
provides developers with a decentralized 
platform for Solidaity or EVM smart 
contract templates. Official Website

Apron ($APN): A Polkadot ecological 
infrastructure provider based on Substrate. 
The project provides DApp developers with 
a set of standardized "middleware" and an 
integrated API. It also provides node 
services, on-chain data indexing and 
quotation services for Kusama, Polkadot 
and Heco ecosystems. 

The seed round and PE round raised a total 
of approximately $1.6 million. Investors 
include CMS holdings, NGC, Spark Digital 
Capital, AU21 Capital, etc. Official Website

https://oceanprotocol.com/
https://crust.network/
https://edgewa.re/
https://apron.network/
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Manta Network ($MANTA) based on Substrate, provides 
cross-chain interaction digital asset anonymous swap, 
mainly composed of 3 protocols: decentralized 
anonymous payment (DAP), decentralized anonymous 
transaction (DAX), lending and asset synthetic protocol. 

The decentralized anonymous swap protocol based on AMM and zk-
SNARK can realize decentralized transactions between privacy coins, which 
is similar to Uniswap and Curve, but guarantees the anonymity of 
transaction addresses. The implementation method is used to obtain the 
corresponding anonymous currency after staking the token through the 
wallet, and then use the anonymous currency as an intermediary to conduct 
transactions. 

In February 2021, a seed round of $1.1 million was completed, with 
Polychain Capital leading the investment. 

The total issuance of MANTA is 1 billion, which is the governance token of 
the protocol. MANTA can also be used to pay for the minting fees of 
anonymous coins (0.1%), and the transaction fees between different 
anonymous coins (about 0.3%), and a certain discount can be obtained by 
paying in this way. 

Raze ($RAZE) is based on Polkadot's cross-chain privacy 
layer. It aims to protect the transparency of DeFi users' 
assets and behaviors in the Polkadot ecosystem from 
surveillance and can anonymize all on-chain assets. 

The core of Raze lies in its own Σ-Bullets privacy algorithm, which optimizes 

the Σ-Bullets algorithm of the privacy protocol Zether on Ethereum and 
combines it with the Shrubs Merkle Tree algorithm to achieve cross-chain 
crypto privacy layer services, Its advantage is that the validation speed is 
fast and more expandable. 

The supply of RAZE tokens is 120 million. Except for 28% of team 
consultants and operations, 23.5% of the tokens belong to three rounds of 
financing and 8.5% belong to the community governance pool. There will 
be 40% RAZE as a liquidity reward to capture the huge liquidity of the DeFi 
ecosystem on Polkadot and Ethereum. 

At the same time, it plans to repurchase and destroy RAZE tokens with 70% 
of the on-chain fee income to reduce its inflation rate.

Manta 
Network

Raze

$MANTA: https://
www.tokenin.cn/
tokenDetail/manta-
network(manta)?
cid=22391
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ChainX ($PCX) is a crypto asset cross-chain gateway and is 
the first official network of the Substrate architecture. 

Mainly three things to do: 

Bitcoin's Layer2 derivative platform; 

Crypto asset gateway: It is mainly composed of a decentralized BTC asset 
custody and a mirror asset cross-chain. Users obtain X-BTC by depositing 
and staking BTC, and then use X-BTC to trade synthetic assets of other 
cryptocurrencies;

ChainX

Collateral

$PCX

$DOT

$BTC

$X-BTC

Generate
Redemption

BTC custody

$Token

$X-Token

Inter-chain 
asset mirroring

$X-Token

Synthetic asset 
circulation

Polkadot second-layer relay chain:

The protocol is divided into four modules: PCX, based on the operating 
procedures of the native token PCX, including PCX staking mining, 
payment of fees, participation in governance, distribution of cross-chain 
mining rewards, and Bitcoin derivative quality staking; DEX is mainly 
responsible for asset transactions on ChainX; Cross-Chain, heterogeneous 
chain assets and X Token transfer into or out of ChainX; Relay Chain: the 
main window for the ChainX network to transfer information and assist 
validation with the original chains of the outside world. 
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The total number of PCX tokens is 10,178,600; the current circulation is: 
about 7.7 million, about 75%; the market value is nearly $70 million; main 
uses: miner fees, collateral, market value unit (all assets are converted into 
votes based on the PCX price), exchange medium, and metrics 
(measurement standard in POS consensus elections); 

Mining is mainly divided into cross-chain asset mining and voting mining. 
Users enter ChainX's assets through recharge mapping and other methods 
to form "virtual computing power" to participate in mining; users who hold 
PCX and stake PCX to nodes for mining is voting mining. 

20% of the mining revenue will be allocated to PolkaX mining, 21.6% to the 
national treasury, 57.6% to PCX mining, and 6.0% to X-BTC mining. 

30% 60% 90% 120%

6.0%57.6%21.6%20.0%

R team = R total * 20% 

R treasury = R total * 80% *20% + R remain

R pcx = R total * 80% *90%

R virtual = (Power virtual/Power real) * R real

R cap values = periodic dividend*80%*80%*10%
R remain = R cap values - R virtual

PolkaX Treasury PCX mining X-BTC

$PCX: https://
tokeninsight.com/zh/
tokenDetail/chainx(pcx)?
cid=21666

Interlay

Interlay is committed to building cross-chain infrastructure 
and DeFi products, and has now launched the cross-chain 
interoperability framework XCLAIM. 

Its most well-known product is the cross-chain bridge between the Bitcoin 
network and the Polkadot network. Users can use this product to mint the 
BTC anchoring coin PolkaBTC by 1:1 on the Polkadot network, thus 
bridging BTC into the Polkadot DeFi ecosystem.

Interlay

Team
The CEO and CTO both graduated from Imperial College London with 
PhD degrees and have more than 5 years of experience in the cyber 
security and blockchain industry.

Latest Progress
In March, Interlay product PolkaBTC released a beta test version, and the 
alpha version was released in December 2020.

https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/chainx(pcx)?cid=21666
https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/chainx(pcx)?cid=21666
https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/chainx(pcx)?cid=21666
https://tokeninsight.com/zh/tokenDetail/chainx(pcx)?cid=21666
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Darwinia ($RING) is a decentralized bridge network 
developed based on Substrate. 

Based on Darwinia, it is possible to implement asset cross-chain and 
universal remote chain calls between heterogeneous chains such as 
Polkadot, Ethereum, and TRON. The main application areas include Defi, 
cross-chain NFT trading markets, games, etc. Due to the use of Substrate 
development, Darwinia can either act as an independent cross-chain 
network operation, responsible for consensus security and cross-chain 
interoperability, or choose to connect to Polkadot as a parachain, 
specifically: 

• Solo mode: independent public chain, the security of its own consensus 

is guaranteed by the validation node of its own network；  

• Polkadot mode: Linking to the Polkadot network, as a parachain, its 
security is guaranteed by the validation node of the Polkadot Relay 
Chain; the validation node in the Solo mode is responsible for ensuring 

the local consensus security of the internal network； 

Provide developers with Substrate-based SDK application tools to facilitate 
the establishment of DApps on the Darwinia network. 

Darwinia has two types of tokens, RING and KTON: 

• The native basic token RING, currently has about 2 billion issued, with a 
circulation of about 470 million, about 5%, and a market value of about 
$66 million; its functions mainly include transaction Gas fees and block 
rewards, inwhich Gas fees will be rewarded to Staking and Treasury 
(proposal budget used for system operation); 

• The network reward derivative token KTON is mainly used to encourage 
users to enter into period lock and commit investment. Users who stake 
3-36 months of RING can be allocated to KTON (official Chinese called 

氪⽯) rewards, and KTON can be put in again for staking and PoS mining 
to get more rewards. According to its official website data, the current 
circulation is 42,520.

Darwinia

$RING: https://
tokeninsight.com/
tokenDetail/darwinia-
network(ring)?cid=21502

Darwinia

Community

https://
darwinia.netw
ork/
community/

Token 
Economy

https://
darwinia.netw
ork/
economic_mo
del/

Official 
Website

https://
darwinia.netw
ork/

https://darwinia.network/community/
https://darwinia.network/economic_model/
https://darwinia.network/
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Clover ($CLV) is a Polkadot parachain based on Substrate. 
It provides services such as smart contract development 
tools and data storage, aiming to reduce the threshold 
and cost of developers. 

As a cross-chain platform, it bridges Polkadot and other chains, allowing 
DApps on Ethereum to be integrated and deployed on Polkadot. Current 
products include cross-chain wallets and browsers. 

Clover's development operating system includes a storage layer, a smart 
contract layer, a Defi protocol layer, and an eApp layer. 

CLV is used to pay Gas fees, participate in project governance, and stake to 
become a validation node. 

Clover 
Finance
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Vera network ($VERA) is a decentralized lending protocol 
and liquidity protocol on Polkadot. It is committed to 
solving the problems of authenticity, liquidity and 
decentralization in the NFT market. 

In addition to basic transaction functions, the platform also provides 
lending and leasing functions around NFTs. 

Lending function: NFT holders can publish their own financing information 
on the platform, and use NFT as collateral to integrate into Fungible Token, 
where NFT can be either a crypto asset or a link to a physical asset. 

The tokens minted by users through the platform can be based on ERC-721 
or ERC-1155 standards.

$VERA

Investment Information
DFG, Au21 Capital, Spark Digital Capital, Morningstar Ventures, Krypital 
Group, Lotus Capital, gate.io, Hot Labs, Moonwhale, SL2 Capital, ROK 
Capital, Kryptos Research, BMW Capital and SHIMA Capital.

Team The CEO graduated from Berkeley and worked in IoT project 
development.

Token Distribution Token sales 14%, team 15%, foundation 10%, and ecology 61%.

Latest Progress
The proof of concept was completed in 2021 Q1; according to the 
project's Roadmap, it will complete the PE round of financing in Q2 and 
complete the optimized demo in Q3.

Vera 
Netwok

Category Required $Token

NFT

‣ Vera NFT Lending Model 
Source: Vera; TokenInsight

LP池

Vere 

Smart 
Contract

$VERE

• Obtain upgraded 
products and services of 
the platform; 

• Stake VERE to earn 
income from platform 
transaction fees; 

• Pay transaction fees 
with VERE to get 
discounts; 

• VERE is the governance 
token of the platform.

‣ VERA Token Function 
Source: Vera; TokenInsight

C
red

itor

D
eb

to
r

Payment as Required $Token

http://gate.io
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Polkafoundry ($RKF) provides services and tools for the 
development of dApps based on Polka’s cross-chain 
features. 

Polkafoundry provides services such as IPFS protocol-based DocuGuard, 
Decentralized Gate and other services, and its fees are paid by the native 
token RKF. 

The seed round of financing was $340,000, and the PE round of financing 
was $1.935 million. In March 2021, it completed IDO financing of $125,000 
on DuckSTARTER and ZENDIT. 

As a utility token, RKF can be used to pay for the service fees of 
DocuGuard, Decentralized Gate and other functions, as well as stake to 
obtain income. RKF is also a governance token and users participate in the 
voting and governance of the protocol by staking RKF. RKF is currently 
ERC-20 type. When the mainnet of Polkafoundry is launched, it can be 
exchanged one-to-one to the native RKF token. 

PolkaRARE and Red Kite are two applications developed based on 
Polkafoundry. 

PolkaRARE is a cross-chain NFT trading market, and its token is PRARE, 
which provides NFT transactions, NFT staking loans and NFT pricing 
services. 

Red Kite is an IDO platform. The project is currently reviewed by the team 
for qualifications, and the qualifications of investors are assessed by the 
Reputation mechanism. The Reputation level will determine the actual 
investment amount of the investors in the expected investment project. 
PolkaRARE is the first IDO project on this platform. 

Efinity ($EFI) is a NFT parachain based on Polkadot. Users 
can mint and trade NFT on the chain. 

Developed by the decentralized gaming platform Enjin ($ENJ). Enjin was 
established in 2009, completed the ICO in 2017, and introduced the 
ERC-1155 standard, which was initially applied to game-related NFTs. 

Bridging with the Ethereum-based Enjin NFT market, Efinity accepts 
homogenized and non-homogeneous tokens of various types of standards, 
including ERC-721, ERC-1155, and ERC-20. 

EFI is used to pay transaction fees, vote on governance events, and 
maintain the liquidity of Fungible Tokens and NFTs on the network.

Polkafoundry

Ef inity

$RKF: https://
tokeninsight.com/
tokenDetail/
polkafoundry(pkf)?
cid=22357

$EFI: https://
tokeninsight.com/
tokenDetail/efinity(efi)?
cid=22359
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SubDAO Network ($GOV) is a Polkadot ecological cross-
chain DAO management platform developed based on 
Substrate 

SubDAO aims to provide DAO participants with a series of tool chains to 
assist organization management from creation, treasury management, 
voting to personalized customization (including but not limited to the 
combination of multiple decision-making forms, automated execution of 
governance behaviors, and community daily governance exchanges); 

In addition to DAO cross-chain management, SubDAO also provides a 
portal for Web2.0 to connect to the Web3.0 world. Users can use 
SubDAO's Web2.0 middleware to directly implement DAO governance on 
traditional social platforms. 

SubDAO consists of SubDAO node, Airfone SDK, App front end and 
SubDAO smart contract:

SubDAO
$GOV

Token 
Economy

https://
drive.google.
com/file/d/
1L76e16DtK1
6Edjex7m_PR
cTdaEzrLxBs/
view?
usp=sharing

Official 
Website

https://
www.subdao.
network/

• Nodes are developed based on Substrate and provide access to off-
chain data, which is the foundation of SubDAO Network; 

• Airfone SDK provides developers with a link to DAO in SubDAO 
Network and provides interface packaging, allowing developers to 
easily and quickly integrate DAO governance in applications on web 
pages, iOS/Android mobile devices and PCs; 

• App front end is the plane through which users interact with DAO, and 
users can directly participate in the governance of DAO; 

• Smart contracts are the core of DAO's governance. The smart contract is 
composed of Template Library, SubDAO Guard and Asset Vault. 
Template Library provides and manages a variety of DAO organization 
templates for various commonly used organizational forms, and 
provides modules with customizable functions. SubDAO Guard is 
responsible for the execution of governance decisions; Asset Vault can 
be used for cross-chain asset management.

User

Develop

App Front End

Node

Smart Contract

Template Library

Asset Vault

Airfone SDK

SubDAO Guard

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1L76e16DtK16Edjex7m_PRcTdaEzrLxBs/view?usp=sharing
https://www.subdao.network/
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Dora Factory ($DORA): Multi-chain DAO, 
developed based on Substrate, is an open and 
programmable on-chain governance protocol 
platform. Official Website

DeepDAO ($): Based on DAO's comprehensive 
data analysis platform, it analyzes and ranks the 
scale of funds and governance of existing DAO 
organizations on the market. Official Website

SpiderDAO ($SPDR): A hardware DAO based on 
Polkadot's governance mechanism, which 
bundles hardware and software tools together to 
build a consensus mechanism combining on-
chain and off-chain. Official Website

https://dorafactory.org/
https://deepdao.io/#/deepdao/dashboard
https://www.spiderdao.io/
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